MEZZANINE SAFETY GATE SURVEY SHEET - BMEZZ-200

Inquiry Date: _____ Due Date: _____
Contact: 
Company: 
Phone: 
Fax: 
E-mail: 

PLEASE SPECIFY DETAILS FOR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:

CRITICAL MEZZANINE OPENING DIMENSIONS:
- WIDTH: 
- DEPTH: 
- HEIGHT: 

OR

CRITICAL PALLET/LOAD DIMENSIONS:
- WIDTH: 
- DEPTH: 
- HEIGHT: 

OR

DESIRED MEZZ. GATE OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
- WIDTH: 
- DEPTH: 
- HEIGHT: 

*NOTES:
- INNER WIDTH IS 11" LESS THAN OVERALL WIDTH
- HEIGHT & DEPTH MUST CHANGE PROPORTIONALLY
- MAXIMUM OVERALL WIDTH IS 120"
- REGARDLESS OF CHANGES IN OVERALL HEIGHT OR DEPTH,
  THE HANDRAIL & MIDRAIL HEIGHTS CANNOT CHANGE
- LOAD HEIGHT & DEPTH MUST BE LESS THAN CLEARANCE
  HEIGHT & CLEARANCE DEPTH; THE GATE MUST
  STILL CLEAR THE LOAD AS IT ROTATES

Application/General Information:


Quote options:

_____ Exactly as specified
_____ Cheapest / Closest to Beacon standard
_____ Quickest to ship

Requested Delivery Date: 

*All options may not be available on all models